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I think that most readers know that I am not a fan of Trump or the Republican Party.  But I have to

say that compared to the Democrats, the folks at the GOP are quasi decent; not very bright and

only decent in comparison with the Dems, but still.

I have always maintained that the Neocons will try to impeach Trump and that he was what I

called a “disposable” President the Neocons will use for dumb shit like moving the US embassy to

al-Quds before jettisoning him, but I never thought that the Dems would have the chutzpah to pull

of exactly the same trick TWICE!

What do I mean by that?

Look at that sequence:

Hillary does something dumb and insiders at the DNC leak documents.  What do the Dems do? 

Invent the entire Russiagate charade.

This time around:

The Bidens do something dumb and somebody finds out.  What do the Dems do?  Invent a brand

new “Ukrainegate“!

Exact same trick.  Twice!

And since chances are that the Senate will never impeach Trump, the real reason they are now

talking about impeachment is just to help Biden and his campaign.  In other words, the Dems are

doing exactly what they are accusing Trump of doing: they are trying to use a foreign power to

interfere in US elections.

Then there is this: at least some Republicans are true patriots.  But the Dems?  They don’t care

that forcing the President to release his conversations with foreign officials will make it hard in the

future for foreign officials to be candid when they speak to the US President (even if he/she is a

Dem!).

Besides, ALL the intelligence services on the planets have all kinds of agreements and

understandings with others and requesting data on illegal activities of US citizens abroad is
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something which all 17  (!) US intelligence agencies ought to be doing.  And when dealing with a

very public or powerful figure, it is normal for heads of state to be the top person to decide if such

a confidential exchange of sensitive materials will or will not take place.  Finally, last time I

checked, the VP does not keep his immunity of office once gone.

Sorry, but for the life of me I don’t see what Trump did wrong.

But then, neither did General Flynn do anything wrong either, and Trump immediately and totally

betrayed him, so there is some karma at work here.

Then there is this famous “whistle-blower”.  First, for all we know, this might be a “Peter Strzok

v2”, so let’s wait before assuming that another Snowden is coming forth.

Then, what NERVE the Dems have whining about Trump not allowing this alleged whistle-blower

to come forward.  Okay, maybe The Donald got it wrong and said something stupid.  But he sure

did not persecute whistle-blowers as viciously as Obama did!  Do these Dems have no shame!

(no need to answer, that was rhetorical).

And, to fully complete my sense of nausea, I just read John Podhoretz’ editorial “ Trump Did This

to Himself ” in Commentary (yes, I read the enemy’s propaganda, always).  Technically,

Podhoretz’ is right, of course, but not at all in the sense he means it.

I am saddened by all this.  In my 56th year I lived 20 years in the USA and I love both its beautiful

nature and many of its kind and good people.  This country deserves so much better!  And please

don’t accuse me of being pollyannish about the USA’s past.  I wrote about the evils of US

imperialism, racism and multiple genocides (including the biggest one in history, the one of Native

Americans) many times.  But I am also aware of all the beautiful and noble things this young

country also had in its short history.  Besides, those who live in the USA today cannot be blamed

for the past (unless they whitewash it, of course).

Just 30 years ago the USA was a totally different country.  The Bill of Rights still mattered. 

M*A*S*H was shown on TV without having hordes of offended minorities protesting.  US

Americans did not fear the police (at least if you were not Black).  There was no ICE and US

colleges had a TRUE political diversity.  Okay, the US media was mostly crap, but some

“dissident” journos could still get published” (nowadays, a US journalist is, to use Alain Soral’s

very apt words about the French journos, either a prostitute or unemployed).

This, and much more, is all gone now.

If the human race does not destroy itself and if we still have a future, historians will study this last

phase of the US Empire and they will argue who was most to blame.  And while blame can be

apportioned pretty much everywhere, I think that it is fair to say that the Democrats did much

more damage to this country than the Republicans.  Of course, the real culprit hiding in

shades are the Neocons who first took control of the Democratic Party (under Carter and maybe

even before) and who then proceeded to infiltrate the GOP (under Reagan) (In the case of the

GOP I was an eyewitness to how this was done in several think tanks in DC between 1988 and

1991).

With the sole possible exception of Tulsi Gabbard , I consider the Democratic Party to be

profoundly anti-American (sorry, I cannot use the words “anti-US”, which would be more accurate

but also clumsy).   In fact, the evidence of the past several decades shows that Dems only care

about themselves, their power, their money, their fame.  They don’t give a hoot about the people

of the United States, all their catering to loony minorities is just a scam.  They are the worst

supremacists in this country for sure!

I think that anybody who for whatever reason supported this party in the past ought to now resign

from it, publicly if possible.

Alas, I am not holding my breath for that either.

This is a sad day.

The Saker
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Alabama on September 24, 2019 ·  at 7:09 pm EST/EDT

If history is any guide, under these conditions, either a presidency is at stake, or a

congressional party house. Nancy (lame duck) Pelosi is being forced to throw a pitch

that unfortunately the democrats simply cant hit.

Let the campaining begin, this is a no brainer as to who wins and loses.
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Reply

amarynth on September 24, 2019 ·  at 7:17 pm EST/EDT

The Saker, it may be so. But if you had listened to that sorry excuse of a world leader

speech from Mr Trump at the UN general assembly today, you would probably be sick

to your stomach as I am. I went to listen to that with an open mind. I got halfway and

then wanted to drink the cooking rum for lunch to fortify myself and ranted about

birdbrains smaller than that of a baby canary and intelligence resembling that of a

broccoli.

I do not know who is worse, and you are probably right on the scale of Worse,

Worser, Worsest! but what I ended up with is sheer terror – that this man has a

nuclear decision making power. How is it that decent humans like Tulsi or Rand Paul

cannot get a way open. I’m afraid it is all swamp now – just certain areas are deeper

and more decrepit than others.

Reply

Josh on September 24, 2019 ·  at 7:30 pm EST/EDT

One group of international criminals are fussing and arguing with another group of

international criminals about some international criminal or other, again, and again,

and again…

One thing that I do find delightful is the realization that the American people were so

fed up with this nonsense during the last election that they literally elected to make

DC eat every single last spoonful of their own $@#p, on live television, in front of the

entire world, and everyone in it, every single day, for three years or so straight now. I

applaud that aspect of this political phenomena. I cannot see even one indication that

they will not do the exact same thing again. Hopefully, eventually, the truth of the

matter will become literally imposible to ‘not see’ anymore, regardless of what the

television tries to tell us to think.

Reply

Larchmonter445 on September 24, 2019 ·  at 7:39 pm EST/EDT

Saker, what your rant and rambling point to is the Republic is gone, over.

The Deep State took it from the People.

The Dems are the surface social layer that is used to distract the citizens. It is where

Power processes flow, political parties.

But the true governing power is deeper and that’s from where these treacherous

operations generate.

The MO of this Ukrainegate is identical to the Russiagate gambit. Of course, it is.

Same people, same shithole source (Ukraine), same Khazarians in the middle of it

(CIA-State), same Russophobia.

The reason they keep going after Trump is he has consistently said that Ukraine is

none of the US interest. Though he keeps allowing hundreds of millions in armaments

to the Ukies, he says the EU should be bankrolling and controlling Ukraine. Atop that,

he keeps saying non-Russophobic things regarding Russia.

The Dem Party operatives and the Khazarian fanatics in the Deep State (CIA-State

Dept.) are co-workers in the long campaign to destroy Russia. They are mostly the

same Tribe, for one thing. And they are part of the corruption system of politics and

commerce in Ukraine and most of Eastern Europe and even inside Russia. Billions

have gone through the hands of not only the oligarchs.

The Podestas, Manafort and others made millions in the elections in Ukraine over the

years. Illegal arms dealers in Ukraine are a huge supplier of stolen weapons that

reach ISIS and AQ in Syria and Iraq. Only Bulgaria is bigger. These are funneled via

ratlines of the CIA (yes, the same Deep State Khazarians).

August 01, 2019

July 03, 2019

July 24, 2019
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The corruption runs deep and the Dems have had their hands in the money trough for

decades.

Trump stumbled into the mess during the 2016 campaign, and now has blundered

with the phone call to Zelensky. He’s a slow learner.

So instead of getting his trade deal with Canada and Mexico passed by Congress

(USMCA), he gets a tour of the septic tank Congress is opening for him with this

Impeachment Inquiry.

The Deep State is protecting its turf. Ukraine is their pig sty. But it’s lucrative. And it is

the perpetual platform for Russophobia. They will never release it.

Reply

The Saker on September 24, 2019 ·  at 8:04 pm EST/EDT

The Deep State took it from the People

Sadly, I can only totally agree with you, my friend.

Reply

Gezzah Potts on September 24, 2019 ·  at 9:35 pm EST/EDT

Larchmonter: your comment knocks it out of the ball park. Excellent. The

mind boggling levels of corruption and sheer pathological lust for

power…. They’re fully lost their humanity. Just shells that look human,

with complete blackness inside.

Reply

Gezzah Potts on September 24, 2019 ·  at 7:42 pm EST/EDT

I much appreciate your honesty and integrity, but above all, speaking truth to power

Saker. You shine a spotlight on the Neocon nutjobs who infest Washington like

maggots infest a dead sheep. These creatures lust for power and wealth and full

spectrum dominance (Wolfowitz doctrine) above all else. As you have pointed out

many times, they imperil all of humanity with their evil machinations. And I fully agree;

they are pure evil.

Imagine if Mike Pence did somehow become President. Imagine the ramifications: a

full blown Christian Dominionist who believes in The Rapture apparently.

Here’s a dumb question: why hasnt Hillary Clinton gone to jail for her many crimes as

well as breathtaking corruption? I suppose you could say the same about Tony Blair,

Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, John Howard, George Dubya, etc.

The Anglo Zionist Empire has most definately begun its death throes. But how much

damage will it inflict as it crashes? Thats the situation we find ourselves in.

Reply

LSC on September 24, 2019 ·  at 7:53 pm EST/EDT

I’m trying to come up with an explanation for this move by the Democrats that would

make sense. I have, but its very complex. Here are my assumptions.

First, Trump is still not the choice with “the powers that be”. This includes almost the

entire Republican party and of course the Democratic party. It also includes those for

whom these politicians are nothing more than “Worthy Merchandise”.

Second, Clinton still intends to be President.

Third, Ukraine-gate has one significant advantage as a platform for impeachment.

There is actual evidence that the events in question did take place. Everything else is

interpretation. MSM will ensure the Right Interpretation is all that will ever be

presented to the viewing and listening Public, just as it did with Russiagate.

August 30, 2019

July 13, 2019
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Now at this point I expect you will be saying, “yeah, but so what”. Like Clinton, the

one not in a pant suit, Trump will be brought up on charges and that will be the end of

it.

Unless Clinton, the one in a pant suit, is still really running for President.

In that case, the Powers That Be, will put the fix in with Senate Republicans, who

complete with Crocodile Tears, protesting greatly their Loyalty to the Party and

Trump, but nevertheless find themselves compelled by Duty, Honor, Country and The

Constitution, to throw Trump under a bus.

Then:

All the revelations of The Impeachment and The Trial, will ensure Biden’s withdrawal

from the Race. I mean he is a Crook and so is his son. Not in the Mafia way, but in

the way of the inevitable Corruption that accompanies Power. We all know that, its

just bad form when MSM says that to The Public. That said, I suppose there is

something to be said for Family Values. Especially in a Democrat.

After the Impeachment/Trial, Pence will only have to be endured for a short

interregnum until “the boys behind the curtain” anoint “whomever” for the nomination.

It’s also possible that if the fix is in, Pence will end up with the nomination, because, it

won’t matter whom the Republicans have to mount their production. Someone who

has truly sold their soul to Davos and the Devil will also be running.

And the winner is:

Hillary Clinton

Reply

Alabama on September 24, 2019 ·  at 9:18 pm EST/EDT

If you think Hillary is going to step up to plate, I have a plank you can

walk instead, its called drug test your politicians and watch Hillary run

alright, right for the hills, we already discussed it and that’s primarily why

she quit running. That and her fainting spells were beginning to take a toll

on her body.

Reply

HJay on September 24, 2019 ·  at 10:59 pm EST/EDT

Well, LSC, I guess it’s time to Hillary to dust off and regurgitate her old

2016 election material. Enjoy. :)

I Just Threw up in My Mouth a Little: “Stand with Hillary” Country Song

Review Published on Dec 5, 2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsj2jA63cQk

Are you SERIOUSLY ‘Ready for Hillary’?! Published on Jul 12, 2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYJ-yfnj-OE

Reply

Bro 93 on September 24, 2019 ·  at 8:11 pm EST/EDT

Oh, Cheer up already: Y’all know…..it HAS to get worse before it can get better.…

LOL.

“But wait…..There’s MORE!:

from my Red-Pilled Sister:

YEAR OF THE BOOMERANG.. ‘Ukraine’gate imploding…
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problem for the cabal: there IS documentation

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/09/exclusive-former-ukrainian-secret-

service-official-leaks-info-on-how-ukraine-funded-clinton-campaign-with-stolen-imf-

money/

Vasily Prozorov was an Ukrainian security service (SBU) staffer from 1999 to 2018.

Since 2014, he was an expert consultant in the SBU’s main anti-terror unit. In 2018,

he fled to Russia. The Ukrainians now call him a traitor. Writing on his blog Ukraine

Leaks, he says that in 2016, the Ukrainian government openly supported Hillary

Clinton and tried to help her defeat Donald Trump.

“Former Ukrainian president Petro Poroshenko was terribly afraid of a Republican

victory, believing Donald Trump would change Russia policy and lift sanctions,

reducing support for Ukraine and robbing Poroshenko of his Western power base,”

Prozorov writes. “Ukrainegate is a criminal conspiracy of representatives of Hillary

Clinton’s campaign and the leadership of Ukraine in the person of Poroshenko, aimed

at preventing Donald Trump from winning.”

“At that time, I worked at SBU HQ in Kiev,“ says Prozorov. “I remember the panic that

gripped the power structures in Ukraine after Donald Trump’s victory. They expected

immediate retaliation from Washington for Ukraine’s participation in the attacks on

Trump. Many politicians deleted their social media posts criticizing Trump.” However,

as it turned out, the phony Russiagate witch hunt kept the Trump campaign from

doing anything that could look like “collusion” or “obstruction” abroad. Now, however,

the Ukrainegate conspiracy is starting to unravel.

How Ukraine financed Hillary Clinton

Prozorov charges that during the 2016 presidential race, the Ukrainian government

not only helped Hillary Clinton by providing potentially damaging information on

Trump campaign employees like Paul Manafort, but also used money diverted from

the IMF to fund Hillary Clinton’s compaign.

Beginning with the Obama-assisted coup in Kiev in 2014, the National Bank of

Ukraine received billions in foreign aid from the International Monetary Fund to keep

the Ukrainian financial sector afloat. “A year after Poroshenko’s pro-Western

government came to power in 2014, the IMF agreed to loan Kyiv $17.5 billion (€15.8

billion) over four years — and then suspended the aid in 2017 after disbursing only

half of it over worries about corruption”, Deutsche Welle reports.

Around the time of the US presidential campaign, Ukrainian banks started funneling

this money offshore via the Austrian Meinl Bank – up to $800 million, as Kate Matberg

reports on Mediapart. The banks paid kickbacks to the head of the National Bank,

Valeria Gontareva, and her patron, Petro Poroshenko, Prozorov claims.

The banks involved in the scam include Tavrika, Pivdenkombank, Avtokrazbank,

Moscow Commercial Bank (Converse Bank), Finrostbank, Terra Bank, Kyivsky Rus,

Vernum Bank, Dnipro Credit, Delta Bank and others.

Source: Kate Matberg, Mediapart

Of the 36 banks that were granted loans by the National Bank of Ukraine at the

expense of the IMF, 11 were closed without returning borrowed funds. The two banks

which received the most of IMF money are Dnipro Credit and Delta Bank (folded

2015), which are owned by the oligarch Viktor Pinchuk, who also had close ties with

the former IMF head in Ukraine, Jerome Vacher.

Pinchuk is the founder of the Victor Pinchuk Foundation, which has “used offshore

companies to funnel over $29 million to the Clinton Foundation since 2012, the

largest transfers in 2015 and 2016,” Prozorov says.

Despite being one of the poorest countries in Europe, Ukraine was the leading donor

to the Clinton Foundation 1999-2014, the Wall Street Journal reports: “Mr. Pinchuk
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and his wife—the daughter of former Ukraine President Leonid Kuchma —began

donating to Clinton charities in 2006 after being introduced to Mr. Clinton by Doug

Schoen, a pollster who has worked for both Clintons.”

“Ukrainian steel magnate Victor Pinchuk gave the (Clinton Foundation) $10 to $25m”,

The Independent wrote in 2018. “And he was by many accounts not shy about asking

for help from Hillary Clinton when she served as secretary of state.”

Reply

mike k on September 24, 2019 ·  at 9:15 pm EST/EDT

Two terminally sick fools fighting over who is the sicker. Let’s hope they destroy each

other. But what rough beast will shamble onto the scene after their mutual

destruction? Must give us pause….

Reply

Edgar Palacio on September 24, 2019 ·  at 9:21 pm EST/EDT

I always have said that Hellary Clinton would be a worst president than Trump. At this

time for sure the war against the world had happened very years or months before.

Reply

Mike from Jersey on September 24, 2019 ·  at 9:21 pm EST/EDT

Two great quotes from the Saker.

First quote:

“Sorry, but for the life of me I don’t see what Trump did wrong.”

I feel the same way. I keep reading MSM articles and I think “either they have lost

their minds or I have.”

What did Trump do wrong? The Hunter Biden thing absolutely stinks to high heaven.

It reeks of nepotism, influence peddling and abuse of public office. Isn’t it part of

Trump’s job to see that such conduct be investigated? And the Democrats and the

media want to impeach him for this! Like I said above “I keep reading MSM articles

and I think “either they have lost their minds or I have.'”

Second quote:

“Just 30 years ago the USA was a totally different country. The Bill of Rights still

mattered. M*A*S*H was shown on TV without having hordes of offended minorities

protesting. US Americans did not fear the police (at least if you were not Black). …

Okay, the US media was mostly crap, but some ‘dissident” journos could still get

published’ (nowadays, a US journalist is … either a prostitute or unemployed).”

I am old enough to remember that USA. Just like the Saker I am outraged at what is

happening.

Reply

BrianJ on September 24, 2019 ·  at 9:30 pm EST/EDT

This affair has shown the how shameless the anti Trump msm is. On CNN they had

large panels all reading from the same script that it was absolutely false news that

Biden had interfered to remove the public prosecutor who was investigating

corruption at Burisma involving his coke addict son Hunter. Unfortunately for these

liars there is a record of Joe’s speaking engagement at the CFR from January 2018

where Biden boasts about successfully threatening to withhold a 1 Billion loan if

Poroshenko failed to remove the prosecutor.

https://www.cfr.org/event/foreign-affairs-issue-launch-former-vice-president-joe-biden
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“I was supposed to announce that there was another billion-dollar loan guarantee.

And I had gotten a commitment from Poroshenko and from Yatsenyuk that they would

take action against the state prosecutor. And they didn’t.

So they said they had—they were walking out to a press conference. I said, nah, I’m

not going to—or, we’re not going to give you the billion dollars. They said, you have

no authority. You’re not the president. The president said—I said, call him. (Laughter.)

I said, I’m telling you, you’re not getting the billion dollars. I said, you’re not getting the

billion. I’m going to be leaving here in, I think it was about six hours. I looked at them

and said: I’m leaving in six hours. If the prosecutor is not fired, you’re not getting the

money. Well, son of a bitch. (Laughter.) He got fired. And they put in place someone

who was solid at the time.”

Reply

Woodenshoes on September 24, 2019 ·  at 10:19 pm EST/EDT

Yes, I just resigned from the Democratic Party. Have been a Democrat all my life but I

reregistered Republican two weeks ago. It’s very sad.

Reply

vot tak on September 24, 2019 ·  at 10:28 pm EST/EDT

Anti-Impeachment Presidential Candidate Gabbard Qualifies for Next Democratic

Debate

https://sputniknews.com/us/201909251076882991-anti-impeachment-presidential-

candidate-gabbard-qualifies-for-next-democratic-debate/

“However, almost uniquely among her Democratic competitors, Gabbard opposes her

party’s moves to impeach Trump.

“I don’t [support impeachment],” Gabbard told “Full Court Press with Greta Van

Susteren” earlier this month. “You know, I think it’s important for us to think about

what is in the best interest of the country and the American people, and continuing to

pursue impeachment is something that I think will only further to tear our country

apart.”

“Make no bones about it: We need to defeat Donald Trump. But I think it’s important

for our country’s sake and our future that the voters in this country are the ones who

do that, and I believe that we will,” she added, according to The Hill.

She echoed that sentiment on “Fox & Friends” Tuesday, telling host Brian Kilmeade,

“I believe that impeachment at this juncture would be terribly divisive for the country at

a time when we are already extremely divided. The hyperpartisanship is one of the

main things driving our country apart.”

The impeachment crap is psywar, a variation of the zionazi-gay “with us or against us”

meme. It’s designed herd the wad into not thinking, but reacting to theater.

The reality impeachment proceeding will not stop zionazia continuing their aggressive

strategy using their trump toys. Look at how impeachment “stopped” clinton in the

1990s. It only served to obfuscate the aggression the zpc/nwo ran against Yugoslavia

(a covert war initiated during the last years of the reagan/bush regime, btw).

Whatever gabbard’s motivation here, genuine concern, or stealth trump regime

support, the divisiveness is already there and has been fueled by the zionazi-gay

psywar machine 24/7, creating a situation where the theater of the absurd is what

most people (the majority of americans being selfish and lazy) see in pindoland.

What would impeaching trump accomplish? Think about it. Nothing useful. So quisling

“a” is replaced by quisling “b”, and the zionazi global dominance machine continues

unabated. But everyone can now breath a sigh of relief because it’s now the pence

zionazi-gay colonial regime, instead of the trump zionazi-gay colonial regime.
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vot tak on September 24, 2019 ·  at 11:04 pm EST/EDT

IE: “change we can believe in”…

Reply

vot tak on September 24, 2019 ·  at 10:51 pm EST/EDT

“But I have to say that compared to the Democrats, the folks at the GOP are quasi

decent; not very bright and only decent in comparison with the Dems, but still.”

The 2020 trump presidential election campaign officially gets under way here. ;-D
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ActivePatriot on September 24, 2019 ·  at 11:26 pm EST/EDT

Few things,

Biden – won’t make it to the finish line, think they all knew that going in.

Bernie – If he is dem candidate against trump, he will lose. He is a shadow of what he

was and he was a loser then. Not the guts to stand up to HRC and DNC when they

literally stole it from him. Who wants a gutless wonder?

Tulsi – They are subverting her. She is the best choice of the lot. But they will ensure

she won’t be their candidate.

Dems know they are going to lose. They are going into it to lose. Their only platform

is obstruct Trump.

If they were to win all they would have left is busting themselves taking our last few

rights away. And Americans are so stupid they let that happen time and time again

because they think “Their guy” actually gives a crap about them. Wake up, you guy is

not your guy. He is beholden to a club you are not a part of and never will be.

I do like rants.
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